


Are We Alone?

Life Beyond Earth



What is Astrobiology?

1) How does life begin, evolve and distribute? 

2) Is there life beyond Earth & how can we detect it? 

If there is, are there any intelligent beings?

3) What is the future of life on Earth & in the universe?”



What is Life?

• Ability to react to environment 

• Ability to grow by taking in nourishment and processing it 

into energy 

• Ability to reproduce, with offspring having some 

characteristics of parent 

•Ability to evolve 



Chemistry of life

Important elements

• Carbon (C)

• Hydrogen (H)

• Oxygen (O)

• Nitrogen (N)

• Sulphur (S)

• Phosphorus (P)



Life as We Know

• Carbon based 

• Originated and evolved in water 

•Why Carbon?
• Ability to make lots of different very complex molecules, which are 

essential for life

•Why water?
• It is capable of dissolving substances and enabling key 

chemical reactions within cells



Carbon Silicon



Water

Ammonia

Methane

Hydrogen Fluoride



Panspermia

The hypothesis that life exists throughout the Universe, distributed by 
meteoroids, asteroids, comets, space dust etc



Habitable zone or Goldilocks zone

• Region around a star 

where the average 

temperature on the planet 

allows for liquid water

• Limit in our solar system –

0.9-1.67 AU



Extremophiles

• Organisms with optimal growth in 

environmental conditions 

considered extreme in that it is 

challenging for a carbon based life 

form, such as all life on Earth, to 

survive.

• Ex: Chloroflexus aurautiacus



Problems Arising When Living 
Beyond Habitable Zone

• Too hot

• Too cool

•Water can oxidizes to 

hydrogen and oxygen



Life in our solar system

1. Mercury

• No atmosphere , no water 

• Too hot ( can liquidize even Lead)

2. Venus

• CO2 – 96% in the atmosphere

• Greenhouse effect

• Temperature: 457 Centigrade 



3. Mars

• Temperature: -55 centigrade

• No liquid water

4. Jupiter

• Too cold 

• Europa moon

• Liquid water filled oceans?



Titan 

•Active rivers, lakes and seas with liquid methane, 
ethane like hydrocarbons 



What is an exoplanet?

• Planets orbiting some other stars than our sun

•1st observed in 1995

•Around beta- pictoris



The Drake Equation

• Defines the number of active, communicative civilizations in our 
galaxy

• By Frank D. Drake





SETI

•Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence



Water hole / Terrestrial microwave window

The range of frequencies from 1420MHz to 1720MHz



Fermi paradox

Why can’t we see any sign of life elsewhere in the universe but 
here on Earth?

• The Milky Way contains hundreds of billions of stars, and billions of them are 
similar to the sun.

• It is highly likely that some of these stars will have planets that are similar to Earth.

• If we assume – via the Copernican principle – that Earth is not particularly special, 
then intelligent life should also exist on some fraction of these Earth-like planets.

• Some of these intelligent life-forms might develop advanced technology, and even 
interstellar travel.

• https://cosmosmagazine.com/space/what-is-the-fermi-paradox/

https://cosmosmagazine.com/space/what-is-the-fermi-paradox/


Answers

•The most obvious is that we are alone:

Earth is unique, or close to it, in having life.
Alternatively, large-scale interstellar travel may be
impossible. Or perhaps intelligent life will inevitably
destroy itself via nuclear weapons, or runaway artificial
intelligence, or global warming, or something else.



• Other ideas include the suggestion that we are not looking for the 

right kind of signs, or that aliens are so alien we cannot even 

recognize them as living things. Or perhaps other civilizations are 

deliberately keeping us in the dark until we are ready to join the 

galactic community.

https://cosmosmagazine.com/space/what-is-the-fermi-paradox/


Thank you


